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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

The problem with which this thesis is concerned arose from 

two recent experimenns, by Miler (32) and by RaMin (24). Although 

these experiments Wil later be described in detail, it will new be 

useful to sketch them briefly in order to set the stage for a review 

of the considerable literature relevant to the problem.

MiHer found that rats exposed to a series of gradually in

creasing shock intensities wre subsequently more persistent in 

running through intense shock to a food reward than were rats with no 

previous shook experience. Kanin, employing the coinitioned emotional 

response as a technique, found that rats which had received a series 

of shocks of a constant intensity were less disrupted by shock, while 

subsequently performing a food-rewarded task, than ware control rats 

without prior shock experience. The two experiments each suggest some 

such notion as "adaptation* or "habituation;* presumably, repeated 

experience with stressful stimulation has served to diminish the 

animal's emotional reactivity to such stimulation. The Miiler study, 

howevvr, seems to assume implicitly that the moot effective adaptation 

is produced by exposing the animal to a pattern of increasing shock
< I .

intensities; the Karnin study, on the other hand, reported a substan

tial adaptation effect with a constant intensity pattern. Thus it 

seemed worthwhile to investigate the effects of experience wth dif

1
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ferent "intensity patterns" of shock on subsequent emotiovil reactivity 

to shock. The results of such experience, it may be noted, need not 

always be adaptation; there are many suggestions, both in the experi

mental and the clinical literature, that previous experience with 

stress may under some circumstances produce a "sensitization" effect - 

an inoreasse emooioiml responsiveness to later stress. Perhaps in

tensity pattern is One of the variables controlling the outcome. In
*

any event, this thesis is concerned with the effects of different 

intensity patterns on subsequent adaptation to shock. The basic 

procedure employed is the conditioned emotional response (CER) 

utilized by Karnin. Thus it Wil be nec-iesury to review first the CER 

procedure and its history, and then studies on adaptation and the 

effects of previous experience with stress on later reaction to stress. 

The CER

The CER technique, first reported by Estes and Sinner (14), 

employ id rats as subjects. The uocoimiitloned stimulus (UCS) was 

el.-ccric shock delivered through the grid floor of th « exp.rimennal 

box, and th; conditioned stimulus (CS) was a tone. Each of the 

twenty-four subjects was individually housed during the daily one- 

hour experimental session in a light-proof and nearly soundproof 

box contataTig a Lever which could be asMy depress d.S Tta ap- 1 * *

1 Thta standard opejrant conditaontag apparatus ta commonly

referred to as the "Skinner box" in acknowledgement its originator,

and against his expressed wishes.
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paratus was so programed that the first lever press made after every 

four minute interval delivered a single pellet of food. In technical 

terns, the rate were trained on a four minute fixed interval food 

reinforcement schedule (see 15, pp. 133-326). Ater this preliminary 

conditioning of the pressing response the subjects were divided into 

two groups. One group was kept at a relatively high and the other at a 

relatively low drive (food deprivation) level throughout the experiment. 

This resulted in correspondingly high or low rates of responding. 

Training on the periodic food reinforcement schedule continued for two 

wteeks. Foil owing this, two 3-minute tones, each of which ter minuted 

with a brief electric shock, were presented during the one hour oar

pressing session. The two daily tone-lhook presentations continued 

for six day is, at which time the tone was lengthened to five minutes, 

and given only once during each ensuing experimental hour. Tome- 

shook ptaLrlngs were independently superimposed on the food reinforce-*  

m<eit schedule, which remained in effect at Hl times. The results of 

this procedure were IHtially there was virtually no

effect the tone on bar pressing, but after a number of tone-shock 

pairings presentation of the tone resulted in practically complete 

stoppage of lever pressing. The low drive group did not display 

differential response rates 'during tone present and tone absent periods, 

presumably because their baseline responding was nearly nonexistent. 

Wen, hoveevr, these animals were later switched to a higher drive 

level, which in turn resulted in a higher baseline response rate, the 

reauction in bar pressing rate during the presence of the CS was quite 
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apparent. Estes and Scinner further noted that with the development of 

depressed responding during the tone there folloed a period of ac

celerated bar pressing immediaaely after tone termination. They 

attributed this to a comppnsatory phenomenon, for the "surplus* res

ponses after the CS approximated the numter of responses mtisedd*  daring 

the CS.

The Estes and Skinner phenomenon, which has become'known as the 

Conditioned Emotiorwl Response (GER) or conditioned suppression effect, 

seems to involve the following. An originally neutral stimulus (CS), 

through pairing with an aversive stimulus (UCS), acquires fear - or 

atuciety-eildting properties. This is indicated by the fact that after 

a number of pairings, the presence the CS Wil disrupt or suppress

ongoing operant behavior. Although the original inmonstratinn was 

performed under quite specific rxeerimrnOtl oorniitions, the reviews by 

Arnau (2) and by Sidman (43) make clear that subsequent investigations 

have replicated the suppression effect under such a wide variety of con

ditions that the gennfrlity of the phenomenon seems amply inltosttatod.

Following the original report on the CER, there was approxi

mately a 10 year period during which no further work on the phenomenon 

was done. The procedure was then revived by Hunt and Brady (22) who 

employed the cOiritioned suppression effect as a tool in an extensive 

series of studies on the terrrent fear-reducing effects of electro-
< > .

convulsive shock. Oh»r investigators foilowed this tradition, con

certing themselves with the CER only as a convenient and relatively 

precise technique with wthLch to evaluate the effects on "eaar*  or
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•anxiety* if other variables, such as drugs (7, 20).

Mire recently paramedic studies if the GER phenomenon itself 

have been reported. Libby (31) studied CS-UCS interval aid number of 

CS-UCS pairings, and Stein, Sidman, and Brady (47) investigated the ef

fects of the teappral relationship between CS present and absent periods. 

Karnin (23) studied the CER with different trace coonitioniIg intervals 

and Arnau and Ktudn (3) investigated the effects of the intensity of 

the UCS. Stimulus gernealization studies were conducted by Ray and 

Stein (39) and by Fleshier and Hoffman (16).

In general, the paramedic studies seem to indicate that the

GER is controlled by the seme variables that control Pavlovian con

ditioning. This tends to confirm S:hoorIrlO,s (42, p. 71) observation 

that the "^peri^enal paradigm for anxiety* involves classical or 

Pavlovian coalitioning so that an originally neutral stimulus through 

pairing With a noxious stimulus becomes "capable of eliciting....various 

autonomic respondents and ('involuntary') skeletal mude moven^r^'ns. * 

These classically conditioned respondents, it is commnny asstmed, are 

incompatible with operant behavior such as lever pressing, and thus 

mediate the observed decrease in rate of lever pressing. Thus it has 

seemed reasonable to many investigators to quaatify the degree of dis

ruption of lever pressing produced by the CS, and to use this qiuarnity 

as an index of the degree of "fear of* or "emotional reactivity to” the 

CS. The fact that intense shock results in a more drastic disruption of 

lever pressing than does weak shock (3), and the observation that various 

"tranqWlizirg* drugs attenuate the disruption (7), support the
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plausibility thia assumption. The CER is employed in the present ex

periment in just this fashion; we shall take variations in its miapitude 

as indices of the degree of emotiomal responsiveness to aversive stimu

lation.

Aappation and febitimtion 

adaptation was given in 1933 by Hirnphrey (21), Who presented the fol

lowing experiment as a paradigm f°r adaptation. SuiIIs of the Hlix 

aliolabris species reflexively withdraw their antennae when exposed to 

iechhan.aal shock. When Hunphrey placed a snail on a wooden board which 

was jerked along a horizontal plane at two-second intervals, the an

tennae withdrawal response at first occurred qid.te c^oiste^l^. With 

repetition of the moveimnt, howevvr, the response quickly diminished mtil 

it could no longer be observed. ThLs illustrates the essence of the 

adaptation phenomenon, viz. "the decrement in a response which is a con

sequence of its repeated elicitation* (27, p*  477). As Huopphrey pointed 

out, a similar process has been observed in animals over the entire 

phylogenntic scale, ranging from the amoeba to man. Thorpe (49, p. 54) 

goes so far as to suggest ubit "perhaps, indeed, in one or other of its
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"apparently due to processes occurring mainly in the rec ptor system* 

while ''negative adaptation" be employed for examples whLch appear to 

have aa central origin. • "Haaituation" was used as a general tom to 

incorporate both classes adaptation. Thorpe, on the other hand, 

restricts the word "adaptation" to the transient sensory phenomenon, 

while defining "habituation*  as (49, pp. ■ 4-55) "the relatively per

manent waning a response as a result o^ repeated stimulation which

is not folnwnd by any kind of reinfnrctment." Following Thorpe's 

lead, then, we define habituation ass the, reaatively periMnent decre

ment in a response which is a consecunncn of its repeated elicitation 

and which..is due, presmbly. to changes iQ-the-Mengal nervous system 

r ther than in the sensory mentors.

OppraainltMll^y, the distinction between habb^t^ti^on and adap
A

tation is in temporal terms. In the former case the decrement in the 

response psrsista for subottanial time intervals, wMle in the latter, 

it is relatively transient. When the effect lasts for days, as in the 

case reported by the Peckhams (38) of spiders who no longer reacted to 

the sound ot a tuning-fork, it is clear that habituation is the pheno

menon under study. Wen, on the other hand, the changes in taste 

threshold due to repeated stimulation with sndim chloride have sub

stantially disappeared after 30 tncnnds (17), it is equity clear that 

one is studying sensory aiaptatnlon. dnfortuiatily, in many of the ex
i

perimanal results which we shall ceorIUiter classification as to habitu

ation or adaptation can only be made with difficulty, as the inves

tigators ware cn^t^'^irn^d with the change in resenlsiveness, per se, rather

— I 
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than with the persistans of the change. A a corollary of the temporal 

distinction, it is t8^emrd that habituation involves the central nervous 

system wile adaptation takes place in the sensory receptors. The am- 

biguLty in this dichotomy is suggested by Dothier (10), who found that 

what appeared to be a simple case of short duration (1 to 13 seconds) 

sensory adaptation of the taste receptors in the leg of the blowfly 

must have also involved the central nervous system. This^a shown 

when it was found that the effect could be dtlinntrtttd equll^y well 

by stimulating a previously un^p^ed leg. Consequently we are forced 

to conclude that wM^^le sensory adaptation mav involve crntral processes 

as well as the mum obvious receptor changes, habituation, by the very 

fact that the effect is of long duration, must involve the crntral 

nervous system.

Although, as meniimed earlier, examples of habituation are 

well documented at all levels of the animal kingdom (see reviews by 

Thorpe (49) and by Haris (18)); in the psychological literature on 

learning, the process is more or less taken for granted, ignored, or 

treated as synonymous with rxpsremetttl extinction. The latter stand 

is the one taken by Woolworth and Schlosberg, who state that (52, p. 059): 

•adaptation shows such formal clh.racnerisniC6 of extinction as spon- 

t^ous r^overy and d^inWLbbUon....but [asJ we know less a^ut adap

tation in general than we do .about rxeerlmreitl extinction in particular
i

...we gain nothing by using the more general Oem. * It is not sur

prising that Pavlov also took the view that htbbtuaneot (referred to as 

•extinction the orientation reflex*)  was (37, p. 256) •analogous in
J 
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details to the extinction of conditioned reflexes.*  According to Rezran 

(40) this statement by Pavlov, although qualified to some extent, is 

still held to be valid by contemporary Russian psychoooogsts. Evid<eitly 

Konooski (29), according to Thorpe, also thinks of the extinction of 

conditioned and orientation reflexes as synonymous, with both cases re

presenting an internal inhibitory process. A.though expe.^imenOal 

extinction and habituation may in many ways be similar, there remitas 

the obvious distinction in terms o^ the former being bas'd*  on learned 

or conditioned rcsponse s, whle the latter concerns innate or uncon- 

ditooned reactions.

Thus it appears necessary to restrict the definition of 

habituation further so that it finally reads*  "the relatively per

manent decrement in an ualearned or uocotdititoed response which is a 

consequence of its repeated elicitatoon and which is due, presumibly, 

to changes in the central nervous system rather than in ths sensory 

receptors.*  With this definition as a guide we can now proceed to 

review the experimental literature on the problem.

Although experiments specifically designed to study habitu

ation to noxious are rather infrequent in the psychological

literature, there are a number of investigations with varying degrees 

of relevance to the problem These cm be classified as foiowrsj 

studies which meesure, either directly oir indirectly, changes in re

action due to repeated exposure to noxious stimulation; studies of the
• I

effects of prior experience with electric shock on later avoidance or 

escape training; and finally, investigations of habituation of the

J
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uncconiitioned stimulus prior to acquisition of a classically conditioned 
2response. The plan for the remainder of the introductory section is to

examine th. investigations in the framework given above. We shall then 

return to the Miler and Karnin studies which prompted this experiment.

Belated Eposere to .Moxlojda St.lmalatitil As early as 1934

Seward and Sewsurd (43) reported a detailed study of habituation to 

electric shock. The authors applied a series of five strong shocks to 

human subpuds in each of 29 daily training sessions, and recorded 

changes in the GSR, breathing, and general body movement. As the ex

periment progressed, they found a tendency for reactions to diminish 

and for subjects to report that the shocks became less uaplpasant.

McCuuioch and dr-ner (38) also studied the effect of repeated 

exposure to electric shock. A litter of hoodud rats, 90 days old, was 

split into an experimeenal and control group o^ three animals each. 

The ixpsrimental subjects were subjected to a ten day period shock, 

with daily sessions consisting of four 23^*01.^ shock applications. 

The intensity was individually adjusted to produce tetanization ap-

p
The experiments designed to study the .effects of stimulation 

during infancy on emotional behavior at maturity might be regarded as 

relevant to the habituation problem. However, the relevance is imrgimal, 

and even a cursory nxam..i^t^:itn these studies indicates no general

agreement whatever as to thf -minicrl facts (see review by Ader (1)). 

For these rnasoni, the studies have not been included 
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proximately half of the ttae. Beginning on the day following the last 

shock, both experimental and control animals were given six trials u day 

on a brightness discrimination task in a McDougaai wter tank. Ater the 

first two days, errors were punished by shock, again adjusted so as to 

be tetanizing approximately 50$ of the time. Both for trials to meet a 

criterion of two successive days of errorless performance, and for total
I

errors meads, the experimental group was significantly inferior to the 

controls - actually there was no overlap between the two group is. The 

authors farther observed that (36, p. 335) "the same amount of current 

was necessary for producing tetanic responses in both groups in the dis

crimination situation.*  Thus, although there does not appear to have 

been a conspicuous habituation of the reaction involving the gross mus

culature, there does seem to be evidence of a decrement in the emotional 

or motivating properties of electric shock.

Steckle and O'Kelly (46) reported a study whLch in many rays is 

a direct precursor to the investigation by Miler cited earlier. Bits 

were used as subjects. The experimennal group of 17 animals was in

troduced to cages at twenty days of age where wter was obtainable only 

by crossing, and then standing on, a continually electrified grid. ThLs 

treatment persisted for 32 days. Five other subjects acted as a connrol 

for thh eefects oo wwaer ddeFiivtion, per se, without shook., At the end

of the 32 days of pre-training both the shock and water-deprivation
* * i

groups were given a twe-week rest in tonvvnnitral cages. Wien testing 

began, a ttnnrtl group of 19 normally reared animals was added. The

test situation consisted of a runway electrified in the centre portion
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with (46, p. 3) "a current slightly stronger than that of the cage shock 

Heriod.* Vater was the incentive in the goal box. All mimls were 

given 'raining in the runaway with the shock off, unnil they met a run

ning time criterion of four tICIn^lt or less. The centre portion was 

then electrified and a maximum of ten minutes allowed for each ensuing 

'rial. A-though individual comparisons were often of only borderline 

statistical significance, omnll nmf^n were contistenHy, in the same 

direction. ExpaTinM^al animals were superior to both connrcl groups 

on such criteria as number of animals cmnistently crossing the grid, 

number of approaches and contacts with the grid, and number of shock 

crossings. When a sublet met the criterion of 10 ccmsecutive daiy 

crossings of the activated grid, water reinforcement was discontinued. 

The rx]ptniarItal group again showed a greater persistence, mating on 

the average 20 crossings in comprison with 7 for the controls. In 

agreement with Miler’s results, the Steckfe and O'Kelly study demon

strates that animals rewarded wMle exposed to electric shock are later 

less disturbed by shock. As Karnin's data indicate, however, it appears 

that such an effect does not require gradual increases in the intensity 
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constant intensity stimulation from the subjrrUs point view" the

experimenter adjusted the Intensity of the shook from trial to trial so 

as to maint-ain a flexion reflex in each subject of approxim/taly four 

I ich-s. Two hundred orreiitirning trials were given over a period Of 10 

days* Within each daily series of trials the typical finding was that 

high voltage was necessary to elicit the criterion response on the first 

two or three trials, foio<wed by a rapid diminution in shock intensity 

until a fairly constant level was reached for the last half the trials

o^ each daily suasion. This daily pattern appeared to ba independent 

of the stage o^ learning, suggesting to thc author that it was 

du- to (25, p. 90) cca-aginfc resistance within the organism" or what we 

would call sensory adaptation. To look at the trend over a longer 

period of time the voltages at the and of each da. ly session were com

pared, and in this case it was found that over the ten cxperimcntal 

days the average terminal witage increased approximately 50,$. On the 

other hand, over the same period of ttoe lnlot-ritirns and defecations 

decreased. Summaing the two types of evacuation to give an emotional 

index, there was found to bc a rank-order correlation between emotion

ality nd voltage level o^ -*82*

Kellogg (25, p. 92) interpreted his findings as indicative of 

"habituation....to the whole axperimeneal situation.• That there was 

habbttatirn of the flexion reflex to electric shock is clear from the
i

voltage Increase nec-ssary to matnttit a constant reaction from day to 

day.

MacDonald (do) studied adaptation in human subjects to reactions

accmpannying electric shock and cornual air puffs. Foir the shock sag— 
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me-nt of her .experiment the psychogalvanic response of subjects to the 

verbal statement "Now you are going to get a series of electric shocks*  

was m ..asured before and after the delivery of 50 shocks. Although the 

difference was found to be highly significant, it does not really offer 

evidence of habituation to shock, as the compatitti made was between 

the reaction to ecptenatioa of shock before and after it was experienced.
t

In regard to eyo-blink MacDonald measured spontaneous blinking rate for 

the minute prior to any air puffs, for ■the* minute flillwitg five puffs, 

and for the minute foil owing fifty additional puffs. It was found that 

there was a reliable increase in the spontaneous blinking rate foioowing 

five puffs wiich, after 50 further trials, had significantly decreased, 

so that the rate on conclusion was not different from the initial 

bas.-line. The author (35, p. 5) cltcluhrs that the data "shews that 

frequent presentation of the wicltiitilird stimulus alone results in a 

marked adaptation the affective or •drive-producing* function, as

measur d by responses other than the dir.ct oeflnx." Wheteier the ex

periment can ba considered an example of habituation or not is a moot 

question. Thsrn was no helelnitnxLtini the "relative permanence" of the

waning of the r•.ttlisr but, on the other hand, the fact that a trosuenbly 

tffactive reaction, rather than a direct response, was masmed 

arguee for a ceenral mechanism being involved. It is entox stii'g 

to note that in regard to the 50 "adaptation" shocks the author
< I .

reports that \here appeared to be a cat^lin-ar relationship with 

trials (35, p. 9) "a cumulative or stt.itetati<le effect appearing 

before adaptation begins to take llatdl* Moot subjects when asked 
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which shocks seemed most unpleasant replied those "toward the middle." 

Similarly the Hr puffs "toward the beginning" (uHerlining mine) were 

reported by the subjects as most annoying, which may also be indicative 

of Bencl^xst^^

Libby (31) studied the effect of the number of CS-UCS pairings 

on suppression of bar pressing during later presentation of the CS. 

Six groups of animals were given, over a period of ten dars: 0, 5, 10, 

20, 40, or 80 signal-shock presentations. It was found that in a CER- 

type test situation there was a maximum depressant effect for the 40 

pairings group on the first test day, which shifted to the 20 pairings 

group on the second and third days. The author attributed the curvi

linear functions to adaptation to shock, but as bar pressing was ac

quired in the - three days following emotional conditioning the effect can 

be spoken of as habituation. Unnorotulately, emotional conditioning 

took place over 10 days for all groups, so that massed versus dis

tributed exposure was confounded with number of pairings.

Kimble (26) measured the prevalence of the jump reaction in 

rats to each of nine different shock intensities, repeating the entire 

series 16 times. The one-second duration shock presentations were 

delivered at fixed intervals of 30 seconds. Cwnpaaing the first and 

second series of 72 shocks, there was found to be a highly significant 

decrement (p .005), although the change in mean absolute threshold
. I .

was only .15 ma. These results possibly reflect, in the main, sensory 

adaptation.

Taylor (50) has reported a decrement in the amppitude of the

J' I a
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response to repeated corneal air puffs. There were three experLiLmnal 

groups of 20 subjects each, which received air puffs produced by a 15, 

30, or 80 mm. fall of mercury. Fifty trials delivered at fixed ir

regular intervals averaging 20 seconds resulted in a highly significant 

decrement in the eyelid response. Although the between groups com

parison fell short of significance it was in the expected direction,
I

with response amplitude increasing with the intensity of the stimulation. 

Furthermore, there was a significant trials by group interaction due to 

the fact that the milder puff strengths resulted in relatively greater 

response decrement. Taylor speaks of her results in tems of 'adaptation* 

which, in view o^ the short training session employed, is perhaps a 

more appropriate classification than 'habbtuation.*

Summarizing the experiments on habituation to noxious stimuli, 

it seems clear that the phenomenon has been amply dernotitrated. Direct 

striped muscle reaction in response to electric shock (25, 26, 43) as well 

as accompanying eat0iomll or iotivatltg reactions (31, 36, 43, 46) 

have been shown to decrease wi.th repeated stimulation. These effects 

have been observed both in the rat and in man. Sirnmiarly there is some 

evidence to suggest that the direct eye-lid response to air puffs may be 

haoituatea (50), as well as the acccml^nyimg reactions indicative of 

tension or eattiooalLty (35). There is, it should be noted, some 

evidence for a s^ii^ga^^ effect;, even within studies witch aeatn- 

strate habituation. This was indicated by an initial augmintatitrn of 

ths response, before the subsequent decrease. This was reported for 

both the case of electric shock (25) and for air puffs (35).
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Avoidance and Escaper Studies of avoidance and escape learning 

after prior experience with shock present a confused picture. The plan, 

therefore, is to review the experiments rather quickly and then deal at 

greater length with their possible interpretations. Whhle some the 

experiments falli^ under this heading were designed prim^x^r.ly to in

vestigate effects of infainile experience on adult belharior, the findings
4

are nevertheless relevant to the habituation probltm.

Stanley and Monkimm (45) studied the effect of exposing infant 

mice to electric shock. There were -hree treatmaat ctnriti^tis employed: 

(1) shock termination contingent on movement to the safe end o^ the ap

paratus; (2) exposure to shock matched for duration to group (1) but 

not response contingent, and (3) exposure to the shock apparatus for a 

duration equal to (1) and (2) but wwth the shock turned off. Wen the 

subsets were eight days of age they received five daily trials for 

four days. At approximtely 90 days o^ age avoidance training mis given 

and the group having received early experience wwth escapable shock was 

found to be imrrgiwlly superior. For trials to a criterion of five 

successive avoidances, the mdlans for the three groups, which in in

fancy had received; response-contingent shock, arbitrary shock, or no 

shock, were respectively: 10.0, 10.5, and 10.5 - none of the differences 

being statistically significant. For the same three groups median res

ponse times for the first nines! trials were: 1*6, 1.8, and 1.8 seconds, with 

the difference between the first and third group having a one-tailed p 
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value of .02. The results are interpreted by the authors as evidence 

of transfer of training, rather than as a change in emtOLtnal re

activity. That is, animals which had received specific training in 

running to terminate shock were assumed to transfer this to the later 

learning situation.

ChewUer and Levine (9) and Levine, CheeraHer and Korchin (30) 

gave rats zarly experience with inescapable electric shock. There were 

three groups, which for the 20 days following birth, received daily 

shock, were placed on the grid but did not receive shock, or were 

ignored. At 60 days of age avoidance trainirg was instituted, and it 

was found that the umnonnpulated controls were inferior to the other two 

groups on all measures. Ths authors aggued Ua^t (9, p. 432) "the absence 

of eXarinsii stimulation in itfinty....etnderfd the No-Hirdling subbects 

more sustrpiibie to emotitmi disturbance when presented with new 

stimuli, which then contributed to their slowness in learning the 

avoidance problem." Why an assumed emotional disturbance should impede, 

rather than facilitate, the development of an aversively moiivatrd hibbt 

is not entirely obvious.

Baron et al. (4) studied the effects o^ infantile and adult 

shock-trama upon later avoidance and escape l arning. The traumatizing 

shock consisted of 1.25 ma. adimListered in a grid box for three 

tLLULtts on two successive days. Shock was presented to the experimennal

a It Lb obvious that the difference reported is quite border

line. The one-tailed teat is certainly open to question 
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groups when the stbiectt were 20, 26, or 80 days of age. Between 120 

and 140 days of ago nub,90tn were tested in oithnn an escape or 

avoidance tituatinn, employing oit^r a high (1.25 ma) or low (.25 ma) 

shock as the UCS. Thn authors stumaa^izinr their rotults (4, pp. 534-535) 

report that animals "ttb.jeched to traumatizing shock at any time prior 

to learning exceeded coiI^I subjects in nscapn learning under high and
I F 
low shock and in avoidance looming under high shock. Thn difference in 

the low-shock avoidance condition was noi significant although it was in 

the same direction.*

Dinamoor and C.mpbetl (12, 13) and Dittmer (11) have studied 

escape-from-shock 'rail.i.rg following exposure io inescapable shock. 

They found that giving rats 15 minutes of prim shock exposure signific

antly delayed thn first escape response (bar pross) in training, and. re

duced the number of ptissis in a thirty-rivo minute testim. A similar 

effect was obtained (13) with 50 minutes of pre-exposure shock, testnd 

24 hours laior. the iianapttoa in nscapn learning was greator

when .4 ma rather than .2 ma shock was nmplnynd in the pre-exposure 

session, regardless of the shock iaintttty used in nscapn irairdiir. The 

iatereraiaitIn given tho rotulls was in terms of cnmppIian iasarumental 

responses learned during tho iIoacueabln shock peniiO. Thn significant 

effect of shock pulso duration (11) suggested ihat nbj00^n learned (11, 

p. 534) "to rntraca i^ir pads from tho grid in response to tin onset o^ 

each successive pulse and that this activity tttenfentd with the sub

sequent learning of iar-pmssitg as a means of escaping shock.*  Thus, 

while Stanley and Morman attrib^td a factlitatanr effect of prior 

■ s »
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shock to positive transfer, Dicsmoor attributed an interfering effect to 

negative transfer.

Part of the difficulty width the avoidance and escape studies is 

that the different experimenters are not always consistent in inter

preting their results. Chhevlier and Levine suggest that superior 

avoidance learning indicates lessened emotional reactivity (tn the as- 

sup^ion that emotion ''disorganizes* adaptive behavvor), while Dinemoor 

and Ctahatel point out that inferior escape performance istnonally 

taken as indicative of *adalaatita ” To round out the disagreement, 

B roc et al. interpret both superior escape and avoidance learning as 

evidence of sensitization or traumpllzatitu (i.e. just the reverse of 

habituation).

The problem of interpretation of these studies is knotty. 

First, as Kimble has stated (26, p*  281) "some authors stress the point 

that shock increases activity; others have claimed that inactivity is 

dominuit in the hierarchy of reactions to shock.*  Thus it is difficult 

tt know wthther failure to loco^t® in an escape or avoidance situation 

is indicative of heightened tr lessened etttiorwtity. Added to this is 

the level of arousal thesis, which states (5, p. 246) "There is an tp-
X

tPmim range of level of arousal within which a given tolsure of per- 

formancs will reach its highest (or lowest) value; the greater the 

deviation ic either direction from the optm^im arousal level, the 

greater will be the decrease (or increase) in the lerftmlbuce ieaaure.*
. I .

Ic regard to electric shock the well known Yerkes-Dodson (53) finding 

seems to support suth a hypothesis. Thus habituation might conceivably 
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lead to an inclement in perf'oraanca If the pro-habituation arousal level 

were too high, or to a decrement If the pre-habituation arousal level 

were at, or less than, the optimum.

A further o<rsleoity oomes from a recent study by Black,

Aimson, and Bcvan (6) that appears to demonstrate that tha incentive
t

*

value of electric shock Is related to past diock experience in an 

"adaptation-level" sseeer (19). Tan escape trials were given with weak 

shock in ^0 apparatus, and ten minutes later a further ten trials were 

given with medium shock in a different apparatus. The group of rats so 

treated had faster response times in tha later runway situation than 

those given medium shocks in both situations, or than control animals 

run with medium shock in the test apparatus only. A group wiich re

ceived strong shock initially ran more slowly than either of the above 

experimental groups when tested under a medium level shock. It thus ap

pears that some sort of contrast of present with past experience operates 

either to intensify or raduca the effective value of the shock.

How it would doubtless bo possible, by judicious usc of tha 

above ideas, to reinterpret the avoidance and escape studies so that 

they at least did not coniadict thc habituation hypothesis. This might 

prove to bo an interestiig intellectual cxercisc, but would hardly bo 

convincing evidence to offer a- support of an habituation effect. The 

more reasonable approach scams to bo to conclude that, in general, tha 

studies of previous shock experience on later avoidance and cscapc 

training giva equivocal results in regard to hliittatien. Tho Oinsmoor 

(11) and Stanley and &>ih<man (4o) studies in particular emphasize a 
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problem which plagues habituation menardl in this area. When an in- 

stmmcmmal response is employed as the criterion, there is always the 

potsibllity that the animal is transferring to the test situation moor 

responses acquired during the habituation atettn of the study. These res

ponses may either interfere with, or faaiLLittto, learning knowing
j■

habituation. Thus the criterion response may be a misleading index of 

aittLtm^l habituation.

fklblt^at■tt|i to the UCSs The studies of adaptation or habitu

ation to the UCS employed in later classical ctmldti.tmtng can be re

viewed rather quickly, not due to the lack of importance of the topic, 

but due, happily, to the unanimity of the results. Two of the thren 

studies (35, 50) have already beem teenLtmed in conmectitn with diaLn- 

of response accommiyirg repeated nl^:^<^]^iLat^:^(n. Maccumld (35) 

conditioned the eyelid reflex and finger retraction response in 

humans, with and without a scries of 50 prior adaptation trials with 

the UCS (air-puff or electric shock). She found that the effect of the 

•adaptation* trials was to reduce the mean iliier of conditioned res- 

ptotns frcm 27.7 to 6.0 in the case of the ey<e-blink and from 27.1 to 

10.0 in the case of finger withdrawal.

• •• * *■ n

Taylor (50) found that for groups given 50 prior presentations 

of an air puff produced by a 1?, 30, or 80 mm. fall of mercury, the
' * I

l

moan number of conditioned responses mde in fifty later coalitioning 

trials wass 16.4, 12.2, and 9.1 respectively. A control group which 

did not receive any "adaptation* trials made 22.2 CR's.

Kimble and Dafort (28) similarly have reported a docromsnt in 
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conditioned responses when 20 adaptation trials are given prior to eye

lid ctmiititniig. The effect which they observed was less than that re

ported by MidDoornld and by Taylor, presumably due to the fewer number of 

adaptation trials employed.

There is one question which arises in regard to the coaditionirg 

experiments just outlined. This is vhhther a transient sensory adap

tation or a mom penaanent habituation has occurred. In all three 

examples conditioning trials started imoeddranly after pre-exposure to 

the UCS wiich, unfortunately, makes dismissal of the adaptation linen- 

pnetatiti difficult. On the other hand, the authors unanimously suggest 

that it is the tlO0lOial or mtOivrtiig factor accompanying noxious 

stimulation which changes. This suggests involvement o^ a cniirrl 

process witch in turn implies habituation.

In either case, adaptation or habituation, it is clear that 

prior exposure to noxious stimulation (either air puffs or electric 

shocks) leads to poorer classical con^tioning when the same stimulation 

is used as the UCS. Furthermore, at least within some range of values, 

the decrement increases wwth the intensity of the prior stimUL^^iti, and 

evidently also wwth the number pre-exposure trials given.

Looking back over the long list of studies cited, one can con

clude that, desppte the difficulties in intnrpretirg some studies due to
< ».

the ambigWLty o^ the meenures employed, and other studies due to the 

adrptation-hrbbtultiti ctIifu^:^ti, the evidence for an habituation effect 

is overwhelming. However, the ctiltlcns which axi1d.21 this effect, and 

the coniitiots which might lead to a sensitization effect instead, are 
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not wed un^f^arBl^o^od. The present experiment was designed to con tribute 

toward an uinior standing of this problem, and can now bast be introduced 

by a description of the studies by Karnin and by Miler.

Background to the Present Experiment

The Kaonn study grew from an accidental observation that animals 
t
»

given "free" or msiginilled shook wfcdle engaged in bar pressing later 

show retardation in the development of suppression during GER training. 

Karnin (24) itnererrted this as evidence o^ "ahapeatilt of eloOiolttl re

activity to electric shock" and referred to the phenmrtlt as an "ap

parent adaptation effect." To Btudy the phenomenon speciiifically the 

foHwing procedure was adopted. Rats, reduced to 7 :>■ of their ad lib 

weeight, were trained to bar press in a Skinner box, receiving a midim

10 hours experience under a 2$ m-nute variable interval food reinforce

ment schedule. For the ten days followitg this the experiments group 

was presented with four wosignklled or "free" m-thaif second shocks 

which occurred at fixed irregular intervals during each t^wo-hmr experi- 

me^ne^^l session. Both experilental and connrol animals were then given 

standard CER training. The CS was low volume white noise; the UCS, elec

tric shock oneehalf second duration, and the CS-uCS interval, three

minut-es. Four CS-UCS pairings were given during each experimennal session. 

Tyypicilly the result of such d procedure is that after four or five CS-
1 t

DCS presentations the animal "freeses" (i.e. ceases to bar press) during 

the CS interval, although responding in a fairly regular imnner both 

prior to, and foUowing, the signal. In the case of the subjects wMch 

had received prior "free" shock, howevvr, there was a rrtardttict in 
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the development of this typical pattern. The subbects acquired the CER 

very slowly. Karnin (24) sumnmrLzad his findings as Ooitows^

t Prior 0x^110^0 with shock produced decrements in the acqui

sition of suppression in two independent axperitants. The 

degree of decrement was then shown to be a direct monotoni,
t

function of hr, nnrsnsity of hr, prior hhokks. hodinng hoock

intensity (during CER OrrLioiLtg constants

In the light of our earlier dLiscuaBion) Krnin woudd havo been 

better advised, in view o) the long time Intervals between free shock 

and CER trad, ning, to refer to the affect as hrbbturtion rather than adap

tation.

What appeared to ba another case of habit'ulOIoo to shock, in a
A'

different sotting, was reported by Neal Mllar (32). Miler (employed 

the standard upprtuth-avoidanto runway situation (33) where ami ml Is are 

first rawarded and than punished in a goal box. He found that if 

during the approach training phase a series of shocks of gradually in

creasing intensity was rddnListIrId in the goal box, then, whan later 

tested with relatively intense shock in the goal box, those animals ran 

faster (and more of than reached the goal box within a three minute time 

limit) than conOrol animals which had not received previous shock experience.

Whl i quite different in many respects, both the Karnin and

Miller studios agree that prior shock axjlLriricr reduces the later dis

ruptive effects of shock on hulnl:er-ttOlarOed operant behavior. There is, 

however, a difference in procedure batwean the two studies which sons 
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to merit closer oxapinntitn. Millor, who viewed the problem as training 

an animal to "resist strust," quite naturally began by introducing very 

mild ttx^ott, and then gradually increasing shock intensity on successive 

days. The Miilor report stems to assimo impeicm^ thtt this "increasing" 

pattern is tho moot affective in producing h^l)tn..ation. Lamin, howsver,
/

JS

obtained a marked hltinuaaiun effect (as have many other investigators) 

wthle utilizing a "constant" pattern of shock tntensity. The question is 

thus open as to wtat type of pattorn will bn most effective in producing 

neLbitultiou. There is also, of course, the possibility that oome p>a'-’”

terns may ’"boomerang" - i.e., may produce a ntunittzatinn o^oct, tho 

direct oppesite of habituating That such a reverse effect can occur un

der some aonttntunt is tugeisted by the previous review of the literature.

Ths present experiment, ihen, was iotigned to investigate tho 

UTcIs of a number of dirrertnt p^tiorns of prior shock it tons 1^^ on 

subsequent epotttnal reactivity to shock. Tho K^in CER procedure was 

utilizd, with tho different patterns of prior shock and a cPtItl con- 

diniti with no prior shock. The ^^tt^or^s investigated warns gradually 

ttlcrtlslnr gradiuilly 110111 tttou8itton, and irregular

4 Tho problem of noqueittal patterning of stimulation, as dis- 

iinct from relative rrea-.iqLes of dirrertnt classes o^ stimulation, has 

boon conspicuously ignored by learning theory. The rocon m.ahemali<»l 

poIiIs (o.g. tho linear operator mtoel of Bush and MoontlitI (8)) spec- 

trtcallt incorporate an "independence of path" lstumnitt, thereby by
.1

definition ruling out pattorn as a variable dettraining botavior.
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(unpredictable) intensities. The focus of interest of the study is the 

effect of these patterns of prior shock intensities on subsequent ac- 

qaisititt the CER, with the CER taken as an index o^ the subject's

emo0iOIal reactivity.

This study, then, should provide data on the effect o^ a 

variable which has never been investigated in the habituation context, 

and which has seldom been investigated in any crp9rttecltal context. 

The theoretical and practica.l significance of increasing our under

standing of the habituation phenomenon is obvious. Theonettdlly, 

h.abbtuattnI rId/nn seIbittzattnn phenomena must be involved in most 

studies which employ aversive stimulation repeatedly - studies of 

punishment, of avoidance, of esoape, of emnttIIal arousal, etc. The 

familiar altaittl problem of *traumatio  experience* is deary dosey 

related.

fractdcally, the edu<cl.ainnal or Hrai^d^in^*  significance of an 

understanding of habituation is difficult to exaggerate. How do we 

best go about training organisms to be relativey indifferent to such 

stresses as pain, fear, fatigue, frustration, noise, and extremes of 

temperature?

The experiment was designed with problems such as these in mind* 

The results, however, will indicate that the main anItntauttaI of the 

study - quite unetpectedy - lies in a very different area.

< ».



CHAPTER TWO

METHOD

The study tt ba reported involved, ultimately, three separate

- but oltsely related - experiments. Thc apparatus and the basic 

procedures wero in large part identical for the three experiments. The
J

simplest form of presentation wll bc to describe first tho basic ap

paratus and procedures for Experiment I, folt^ed by the results. Thr 

changes in procedure ietrrCucoC for the subsequent experiments will ba 

described vaee tha results of these studies are presented.

Subjects- and Apppratusn

The subjects in all experiments wrc naive mAo hroCoC rats 

from the Meister colony, approximaely six months of age. There were 

forty subjects ic Experiment I, x^a^emly assigned to four groups.

Th® apparatus consisted of right standard >rkicecr boxes in

dividually aruseC in said-fill ad •ie--ahest*  typa woden boxes.® One 

wll of the Skiccer box cretaieaC tha food receptacle, the response 

lever, and a loudsp-aker. Thc floor consisted of steel grid bars ore- 

eeoteC to a Orason Stailcr -1064GS shock generator. Thc shock generator 

rsplrysC a high voltage, high resistbtior circuit in order to minimize

5
Tho Skincor boxes woro employed in a o^iu^itai-^bb;^£^nocd design

< » .
to Insure that each box was aged equally often for each expaiipeceal group.

26
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the effect of changes in the rat's resistance on current flow. A shock 

scraobler reversed the polarity of the grids, wlis, and lever approx

imately every 0.3 tsctnds so that the rat could not avoid shock by stan

ding on any particular pair of grid bars or by ipiotaimLig contact with 

the walls or lever of th' 5 Skinner box. Shock intensity settings of 0.25, 

0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 ma. on the shock generator were used. Arnau (2) 

has estimated that the aalprage received by a representative male rat at 

each of the above settings is*  .28, .49, .85, 1.55, and 2.91 ma. When

ever delivered, shock was of 0.5 secoids duration.

The CS was a 3 mimate ohltn noise produced by a Motel 901A 

Grason Stadler noise generator which fed into the loudspeakers attached 

to the outside wmlls o^ the Skinner box as. The mean baseline noise 

level for the eight Skinner botes, with the exhaust fans operating, was 

62.3 db. as measured by a Gmnmpl Radio S-.md Survey Meler. Presen

tation of the CS raised the noise to a mean level of 69.4 db.

Grason Stadler operant conditioniig units which automat eally 

artgrmrmmd the experimental procedure and recorded responses were con

tained in a room adjacent to the Skinner boxes.

Procedure!

Preliminary Training* This was identical for all experi

ments. Thn pmimtls were first put on a 24 hour fending rhytlm which 

reduced them to about 75% of their ad lib body weight. The s 4bjeats 

were then iatmSsL.mcd at this weight throughout the experiment, being 

fed oncn daily, approximately one hour after conclusion o^ the 

daily 2-hour cxperiotatpl session. Thn preliminary SrpLmimg concluded 

with 10 hours' experience (five daily sessions) bar pressing under a

ampare.gr
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2*5  minute variable interval food reinforcement schedule. This produced 

a relatively stable rate of baseline bar pressing. The last day o^ pre*  

lioiirny training (Day ?) included a pre-test, to determine wither the 

CS, before being paired with the UGO, affected rate bar pressing. The

CS, on Day P, was presented four times, at 19, o5, 95, and 115 minutes

after the beginning the session.

feaiturtiti Training* Within Experiment I, the ten days fol

lowing preliminary training (Days Hl through H-10) were devoted to 

Hrbitrrtiti training. There were four groups, each receiving a different 

treatment during this phase of the experiment. The control group, 

during Days Hl through H-10, were simply given daily tiO-houn sessions 

of bar pressing. The experimeeinal groups, whle aiowed to bar press 

on these days, were given four "habituation: or "free" shocks daily, 

programed iidepnndenily of the food reinforcement schedule. The free 

shocks, each of .5 seconds duration, were delivered 22, 58, 98, and 118 

minutes after the beginning of the session. The three experimenti! 

groups differed solely in terms of the sequ^ial patterning of the 

intensities of the shooks delivered during the free shock days. The 

"Ascending" group received its shocks in a series of gradually in

creasing intensity (two cays at .25 ma, two days at .50 ma.... wIH, 

finally, two days at 4.0 mm). The ''Descending" group received the 

reverse sequence. The "Irregular" group received its shock intensities 

in a fixed irregular patter^ the consecutive daily intensity being i 

1.0, .25, 2.0, 4.0, .50, 2.0, .25, .50, 4.0 and 1.0 ma. Thus, by the 

end of habituation training, each experimonital group had had two days1 
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experience with each of the five intensities employed.

GER Traille This was indrntictl for all groups in Experiment 

I, and for all experiments. CER trailing was begun on the day follCTlng 

Day H-10, and coo ti. turd for ten days. Within each daily nwo-hlur

BeBBilt, four CS-UCS sequences were programed ird^rertdrnniy of the food 

reinforcement schedule. The 3-minutr CS was presented 1% 55, 95, and 

115 minutes after the beginning of the BrBBiOt, noraitaeitg with delivery 

a .5 second shock. The shock during CER training was, for all 

groups and all experiments, 1.0 ma.

The ealgiteade of hhe (ER was measiurdl by hhe *BL p> pres soon 

ratio* adopted by Karnin (3, 23, 24). The ratio is 8. ;i^C^<^]^e ’B’
A ♦ "B

represents the number of oar presses made during the CS and 'A* thr 

number responses made it an identical interval o^ time preceding the

CS. The numbbrs of responses made during intervals A and B for each 

CS-UCS sequence wwrr recorded ot Grason Stadler print-tin couriers, but 

for mut purposes daily rtniOB wcrr calculated by cumulating the res

ponses made during the four CS-UCS presentations.



CHAPTER THREE 
8

RESULTS

/9
The analysis of the data Ls divided into two maor categories* 

suppression ratios during CER training, and baseline bar pressing rates 

daring both habituation and CER trainng. Those classes of data will 

be examined separately, although, as will ba seen, they are by no 

merns independent of each other.

Experiment I

Suppression faitiost A daily suppression ratio was calculated 

for each rat for each day by cumulatiig the responses recorded daring 

the four pre-CS and four CS periods. The median ratios for all groups 

over the ten CER training days aro presented in Figure 1. The three 

groups, Lt will be seen, show a marked retardation Ln liqalsititi of 

suppression, compared to the ttnnrtl animals. The data Ln this sense 

replicate Kanin's earlier report (24) o^ an "apparent adaptation effects 

The moat striking finding, htvevar, Ls the prevalence of very high 

ratios - above .50 - during the early days of training. These "sapor- 

torrnl^" ratios, the obverse suppression, indicate that the animals

are responding during the CS at a rate faster than that in effect ba

® The raw data for all experiments are presented in the
j

Appeehix.
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. . FIGIREE 1

MEDIAN SUPPRESSION RATIOS AS A FUNCTION OF CER TRAINING DA! 
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fore tho OS. With oretieuaC training, however, all groups ultimately 

acquire quite low suppression ratios.

To tost for differences among groups in suppression raiins over 

a number of days of training, tach rat was given a suppression score for 

CER Days 1-5 and CER Days 6-10. This score was simply tho arithmetic

mean of the five daily ratins. These data are {^t^mmarizoi in Tablo I.

TABLE I

Moan Suppression Ratos For Blocks of Five Days

Tho data wrn submitted to the Kruskal-Wallis ranked analysis of
> I .

variance. Whin thorn art no sirtifIoant iifforencos among groups on 

Day P (H = 4.1, .20 < p <.30), thorn art groat differences during CER 

Days 1-5. For t^host days, the value H was 26"8, p <.001. To

CER DAIS 1-5

As00ii1ni Do 800—1ng Irregular

Moan .63 .30 • 65 .11

Radian .51 .27 .68 .10

Rango .27-1.00 .17-. 4 5 .27-1.00 • 01—. 21

CER DAIS 6-10

Ascending iac ending Irregular Control

Moan • 25 .05 .19 .01

Median .17 .04 .04 .01

Rango .01-.68 • 00—. 14 .00-.68 •00—.03

assess differences among pairs of. group is, i^ti-lo U tosts wero made by 
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means of Ryan's multipll ^appa^on technique (41). Ad^ting a 5& 

*expartmeatwtih* significance level, all pairs of groups, except the 

Irregular and Acer^ing, we^n found to differ itgutrtclutly fr<m ,aah 

other. Thus, the groups fall into three clusters. The first cluster 

(Irregular and Ascending groups) has the highest ratios, Tolt-wed by the
*

Descending group, which in turn has higher ratios than the Castrol 

group. These dlfflrdnoes, however, progressively diminish until, for CER 

Days 6-10, H is not significant (H = 5.5, .10<Cp <.2O).

The iupeI-atrroi mediae ratios displayed early in CER tracing 

by the experimental groups were observed qlte consistently in ^dividual 

animals. then the nti^o for CER Day 1 is contrasted to that of Day P, 

26 of the 30 experimental animaLs show higher rlntoi on CER Day 1, wile 

only 3 tut of hh, 10 rontrols do so. For hhs xpermmital uutjets, thia 

is a highly significant deviation irtm a 50-50 split (p < .0001); and the 

proportion o^ experimental animals with higher ratios is greater than the 

corresponding proportion of Controls (poO0(X^2, Asher's exact test).

Baseline fatest Throughout the experiment records wen kept o^ 

bar presses made during the four d-minute periods of ths dtLly session 

which, on CER training days, tmnddlthly preceded CS arl8euttticu*  Thus, 

for all uays of the experiment, a baselin- rate per minute could be atm-

puted from a LS-minute sample of the day's session. The median b-salice
i '

rates for the four groups over the 10 habituation days are presentld in 

Figure 2. The figure indtoatei that, despite considerable day to day 

variation, the Control group concluded this phase of the study with much 

the same baseline rate ss that with which it began. The Asceecdag and



FIGURE 2

MEDIAN BASE LINE RESPONSE RATES AS A FUNCTION OF HABITUATION DAI 
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Irregular groups, however, shew a progressive decline throughout habitu

ation training, to a very low terminal baseline level. The Descending 

group, after an initial drastic drop in baseline, eventwQly maces a con

siderable recovery.

Table II sumamizes baseline data for Days P and H-10. For Day 

P the differences among groups in baseline rates do not approach signifi-

TABLE II

Busline Response Rite Per Mnute

DAI P

Ascending Descending Irregular C>nIrnl

Mean 13,9 15.9 13.5 18.9

Median 13.0 13.5 10.2 17.1

Range 3.1-25.0 4.0-35.3 5. 3-30.1 8.3-33.3

DAT H-10

Ascending Descending Irregular CmIril

Mean 2.7 8.9 2.2 15.1

Median 1.7 8.1 1*4 13.3

Range .2-7.8 0-25.9 0-5.3 4.3-32.5

canoe (H - 2.3, . 50 <Cp <.70). By Dy B-10 , however, the groups do
> I ,

differ significantly (H = 21.1, p -<.001). Within Day H-10 Ryan’s test 

shows that the four groups form two nnI-nierlapptng clusters. The 

Control and Descending animils have higher rates than do the Ascending 

and Irregular groups. The three experimental groups eaoh show, by
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Wilcoxon»s test for paired replicatea, significant drops in baseline from 

Day P to Day K-10, but this is not true of the Cocnrol group*

Turning to baseline rates during GER training, the meridian rates 

for the four groups over the 10 CER days are ptrtetyei Ln Figure 3. Sum- 

mry data for CER Days 1 and ID ara presented in Tabla III. The value

TABLE III

Bub lino Response Rata Par Minute

CER DAI 1

Co t tort 1Ascending D^isca]n^:Lng Irregular

Mean 1.9 10.5 1.8 15.0

Medan • 9 8.5 .1 10.0

Runge 0-8.1 0-39.4 0-6.4 1.1-34.4

CER DAI 10

Ascending Ducanding Irregular Cconrol

Mean 4.6 7.5 4.2 12.0

Mdian 3.1 5.8 4.8 7.0

Range 0-15.1 2.6-22.4 0-8.8 .5-40.4

Of H for CER Day 1 is 19*6, p <.001, and Rran*s test again reveals two 

dusters; the Ascending and Irregular groups have lower rates than the
< » .

Descending and Cotntrtl group). By GER Day 10, however, nt differences 

exist among groups (H = 6.6, . 10 <p <»20).

Discussions The analysis to thia point indicates some signifi

cant parali•lSns. The severest 1001x^01(1 in rtq^SLsititn of the CER,
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MEDIAN BASELINE RESPONSE RATES AS A FUNCTION IF CER TRAININC DAY 
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and the moat pronounced super-norMl ratios, and the lowest irsrliir 

rates, are each dlsplyea by the Amending and Irregular troups. This 

clearly suggests the LOtsiHiLiny that Kano's "apparent adaptation ef

fect," and the differences in ratios among our nxJp»nlnnriaL groups, may 

be antnibrtailn to differential effects of the habituation procedures on 

the troupe* baselines. To exn0.ne this more closely, the rank order 

correlatim between the drop in baseline from Day P to CER Day 1, and
7

the suppression ratio on CER Day 1, was compa^m The <tlr*e Utirn co

efficient, pooling all animals in Experiment I, was -.83, p <.001.

Tint is, there is a Highly significant tendency for a lowered baseline 

to be associated with High suppression ratios - and, in fact, with super

normal ratios.

There is, of comose, hhe possibility that this correction re

presents sone kind ot statistical artifact. The Habituation Lrocrdlrne, 

it will be remembered, often drove the ri^lmr•s baseline to a very low 

level - stmnnlie8, in fact, to zero. Wtwn, in the Limiting case, the 

baseline is literally zero, the rate ourlng the CS, if it changes it 

Hl, can move only in an upward direction. Thus this tendency could 

conceivably acnowLt for the associLtLtn between low baselines and High

7
For this analysis, the baseline rites for the 16 minutes 

preceding the first CS-UCS sequence were computed for each rat for Days 

P and CE1R-1. The rate on Day CEM was then expressed is a pencnntagn of
> I .

the rate on Day P to index the sat's drop in baseline over the free 

shock period.

J
I 1 ; 

percrnti.gr
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ratios. There are, how ver, a nab^;r of obaerv ticns which argue con- 

vi.-isi' -gly against such an interpretation.

first, wo oan look at th - proportions of animals wuch display, 

on CLR Day 1, ratios abov - and below .50. Thera are, in th; «xporim>entl 

groups, only six animals with a aero baseline on CO D>y 1 (three in ths 

Irregular group, two in ths Ao-rxiing, and one in th Descending group). 

There thug remain 24 exj»ria«ntal anlmls -'hich, on Cl.R Day 1, were fra 

during th; CS, either to increase or d - or?ase their rates. If v-- now ask 

how cany of these anisole moved in which direction (disregarding the mag- 

nit..de of ths change), we find that 22 of the 24 rats increased their 

rates. This proportion delates markedly from a chance 1 -vel (p <..001) j 

and the proportion of e^erinontal animals With increas -d rates is 

greater than the proportion (3 out of 11) of siWlar control animals 

(p <.0007, Fishsr’s ucaot test). Pwmthetically, v» can note that the 

two xperinsntal rats with decreased rates during the Cb were in the 

D - spending group) and each of the six animals - ith zero beelines did 

respond during the Ch.

becond, we have available an enpirioal control against the 

possibility that the struoture of th ? experimental situation is each 

that, - haver baseline rates are low, super-n^t^iraal suppression ratios 

will nec ssarily occur. Th r^e^rpons counts during th® •predS" and 

•CS* periocs on the habituation days (when in fact no CS was presented) 

w®re available for commuting wdumy*  ratios. The Dreaming group had 

its low st baseline rates (cf. figure 2) on Days H-3 through H-b, the
In

4sceaii~ig and Irregular roups had their low st rates on Days H-8
I \ 

through B-10. The mdian cuasay ratios for thus® groups on tha> days 

nit..de
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were, reueectivuly, .43, .66, .51; .u3, .50, .48; .53, .55, .48. Whin 

a low baseline tends to increase the vsaririiliiy of suppression ratiot, 

the centra1 tendency clearly hovers abrut .50. The mean median dummy 

ratio for tarse days is .52, tho seCire, .51. Tho baselines during 

these days wero extremely low.

Finally, it should bo noted ih^lt the tendency tq increase rate 

during the CS on CER Day 1 was not a trivial effect, rttriiutablu to a 

few "rcoiCeetal" rospHses supe;rii^j^t^f^ on a low baseline. The numbers 

of responses during pro-CS and CS periods on Day 1 were, for somo re

presentative eeicrisaneal aeisls, 9-50, 0-20, 4-22 , 76-136, 59-118, 

1-24, 0-41. For low rnsp<^r^ing animals typically 40 to 80% of the toial 

responses mado during a daily tessinD occurred during tho CS.

The conclusion is thus perfectly altar that, in the rxperimeenal 

groups, high - indrad, super-nornl - ratios art associated with the low 

baselines produced by free shock, and that this rssrciatLre is not the 

rtsuli ff a statistical artifact. Thus it toem<oi plausible that the 

effects of free shock on subtnqunnt aoqtisitien of tho CER wero Dcedattd 

entirely by iis effect on baseline bar prossitg rain. This was an un

expected conclusion, and onn which would drastically affect intorpret- 

ation of the data. The nort experiment was designed to chock tho 

feasibility of this conclusion. In Experiment II tubi-cts art first 

given frto shock io depress tksir baseline rains; half of the stbjrots 

art then allowed undisturbed practice at bar pressing in order to sub

stantially recover their baseline rates. The acq.usition of the CER is 

then compared for groups widcR have had similar frot shock experience, 
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bat which differ it baseline rates.

Exp^crimcf^ II

Methods The subjects it Experiment II wrrr 20 hooded rats, 

divided randomly eoto two experimental groups. Thr Control group of 

Experiment I was also utilized for some ilmperislnBl

Thr apparatus was identical to that of Exxcrimint I, but, when 

called for by the cxper^-mceta! design, a false wall was inserted into 

the Skitter box, shielding the subject from the lcvcr and food cup. 

The experimental apparatus had, between Experiments I atd II, been moved 

to a trw laboratory building with improved BOUIthp^oo0itgl Thr meat 

noise level in the Scitner boxes was tew 55.9 db, increased to 61.9 db. 

by the CS.

Preliminary training for all subjects was identical to that 

described for Experiment I. Thr habituation training, identical for 

both groups in Experiment II, differed from that of Experiment I in 

the following d^^ti^B. TImsi were only three habituation days, during 

which the free shock employed was always 3.0 ma. This habituation 

training was sufficient to depress baselines radically.

•Recovery tratiing* differed for the 'two experimental groups. 

The •Recovery* group, emmeddttcly foillwitg lay R-3, was given five 

daily BlBBilnB of bar pressing, identical in procedure to that employed 

daring preliminary training. Thr *No Recovery- group was placed in the
I .

Skitter box for five daily nwro-hlur BeBBilnB, but i-Lth the lever atd 

food cup shielded by the false wall. Thr No ^covery group ionlsliB for 

the passage of time between habituation training and CER training. Will
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it was recognized that mere exposure to the Skinner box might result in 

sone recovery baseline rate by the No Recovery group, it was assumed

that this would te subb^^^Hy less than that obtained in the Recovery 

group. Following recovery training, eight days o^ CER training were 

given, identical in detail to that Experiment I.i 9
Results: The first questions to be answered concern the effects

T habituation and recovery training on blseltnh rates. Figure 4 por

trays median baselines for both groups during habituation and CER training. 

These data for selected days are summtzhd in Table IV. The two groups, 

table iv

* Bae line R^ponse Rate Per Mnute

NO RECOVER!

Day P Day H-3 CER Day 1 CER Day 8

Mean 8.1 4.4 3.4 8.2

Median 7.6 2.4 2.3 6.8

Range 3. 3-14.3 0-16.5 0-13.9 0-26.3

RECOVERY

Day P Day H-3 CER Day 1 CER Day 8

Mean 161 2.8
< I ,

2.1

13.8 13.2

Meeim 15.2 12.8 8.2

Range 3 • 38%. 0 0—9.0 3.8-52.7 3.8—35.8

peculiarly, differed 8igiiftcrnnlt in baseline races on Day P (l = 22,
,15 * * .

p <O5). Hweevr, as Figure 4 wakes clear, habbtultt.tu training



FIGURE 4

MEDIAN BASELINE RESPONSE RATES AS A FUNCTION OF HABITUATION 
AND CER TRAINING DAIS
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severely depressed the baselines of both groups, st that tn Day H-3 

tho groups nt longer difi’er (l • <44.0, p >.60). Figure 4 also indicates 

that, after the interpolated recovery training, tho facovary group has 

a relatively high baseline tn CER Day 1, while tho Nt Recovery group has 

much the sana low baseline as that tn Day H3. The differenca between 

groups tn Day QER-1 was significant (l = 7.0, p -4.002), jbut this may 

merely reflect tha original difference between groups observed on Day P. 

Wr can ask, htwevvr, whether the two groups differed in tho dograa to 

which thoir baselines dropped ^'rom Day P to GER Day 1. To assess OhLs, 

a difference score was computed fir each animal. Wilcoxon’s test shoved 

a significant drop in baseline foe the No Recovery grtup (T « 6.0, p <f.O5) 

but nt significant effect fie tha Recovery getup (T « 22.5, p>.60). We 

can thus conclude that the habituation training depressed the baseline 

mates tf both groups, but that the Recovery group had substantially re

gained its baseline by the beginning of CER tiaLning. Finally, the 

difference between groups has disappeared by the end of CER training; on 

CER Day 8, l = 31.0, p >-.10.

Turning to suppression ratios, Figure 5 presents the mceHan 

daily ratios of tho two experimennal groups, and if the Connim getup from 

Experiment I. Table V summarizes the mean ratio data foe CER Days 1-4 

and 5-8. The Nt Rscotrery getup, in contrast to tho Recovery grtup, had 

supae-normal ratios tn Day 1 and a slowtor acquisition of the CER. The 

atquisiticn curve of the Recovery animals is almost supaetapisad tn that 

of the Controls.

For CER Days 1-4, Ohoro amo n^rCei dL0forentos among tha groups



FIGURE 5

MEDIAN SUPPRESSION RATIOS AS A FUNCTION OF CER TRAINING DAY
1 I *
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TADLE V

Man Suppression Ratos For Blocks of Fviur Days

CER DAYS 1-4

No Recovery Recovery y Control

Man . 33 .21 .15

Median .56 .18 .14

Rango .07-1.00 .11—41 . 09—2.6

CER DAYS 5-8

No Recovery Recovery Control

Moan .09 .04 .01

MrCiae
A

.06 .02 .01

Rango • 00—.33 • 00—. 14 .00—.02

(H * 115, p <T.O1). Ryan's SeaS ieCicrtes that the No Recovery 

animals differ significantly fr<m the remaining two groups. Tho dif

ference icti■ece groups is still significant on Days 5-8 (H = 7.7, 

p <.O5), although inspection o^ Figure 5 suggests that had CER UraLeLeg 

been continued for ten days, as in Experiment I, there would 

probably hava bran no differences during She latter half of UrrLeieg.

Finally, the rank order correlation between baseline drop and 

suppression ratio on CER Day 1 was computed in a maimer analogous So 

that for Experiment I. For sha 20 experimental animals of the present
Ji 4 
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study, thr correlation was -.55, p *..05. That is, once again animals 

with lowered baselines displayed 'ho highest suppression ratios.

D-LffiC-esdemt Thr resu1ts of Experiment II scrm to mako clear 

that previous experience with shock, whin it resi1ts in a lowered 

baseline rain, sets up a tendency for the animal to increase iis rts- 
f 

potso rain whit ero8ennlL with the CS. This tendency, obviously, con

flicts i.th tho classical CER tcndoncy to decrease rotpoetn rain. Thus 

the CER ^qala^im curves in Experiments I atd II may bo viewed as the 

clmpolite of those two opposed tendencies. The C011r01 group, Which 

had to previous experience with shock, provides a clear picture of the 

development o^ the •decreasing* tcedoncy over ton dayB. We have, 

however, to clear picture o^ iho develops nt of the •incrcasi-Ir" 

tendency, utiltilicatnd by the eiitittneout development of the CER. Tho

0 Thia correlation (-.55) is tubetatnially lower than that ob

served in the first experiment (-.83), duo presumedly to the fact that 

it is based ot a more restricted range of values. Tihtrt was in the 

prositt experiment only otr depressed baseline group (10 subticts) in 

comparison with three groups (30 subjects) in tho previous experiment. 

Further, the dlprltsld baseline group in the present experiment did tot, 

in general, have as low a rlnt>oesl rati ot CER Day 1 as two of the
1

three cl^eartbll groups it Experiment I. As ihe correlation coefficient 

is accounted for by a reduction in baselino bring tnttcittcd with super

normal raiios, the above facers wrertld lead m to expect a lower cor- 

rniaiice ie tho present experiment than it the previous oee. 
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following experiment was designed to provide thia information. 

Experiment III

Method? The subjects in Experiment III were 20 hooded rats, 

divided randomly into two nxperipental groups. The data for one animal 

in the *No Recovery* group, which died in the course ot the study, was 

excluded from all the analyses.

The apparatus was identical to that of Experiment II. The 

preliminary training, habituation tiaininig, and recovery trainlrg 

procedures were also identical to those of Experiment II. The only dif

ference between the two experiments was that, in Experiment III, CER 

training was replaced by *CS training.*  The CS training duplicated CER 

training in all but one crucial respects during CS training, no shock 

was ever delivered. Thus, in the present experiment, CS suppression 

ratios could be computed for groups which had received habituation shock, 

with and without subsequent recovery training, uacomplicatnd by the 

development of a CER.

Rsults? The baseline data are portrayed in Figure 6, and 

summarized in Table VI. The groups do not differ in rates on Day P 

(U • 30.0, p >.10) and the habituation training radically lowers the 

baselines of both groups so that they also do not differ on Day H-3 

(U = 36.0, p >.40). Surprisingly, how ver, the groups do not differ in 

baselines on CS Day 1, following differential recovery procedures (U = 

36.0, p >.40). Both groups show substantial -recovery of their baselines. 

The difference between the groups, however, is in the expected direction, 

which is the reverse of the direction displayed on Day l. Thug if, as in



FIG URE 6

MEDIAN BASELINE RESPONSE RATES AS A 
AND CS TRAINING DAI
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TABLE VI

Badine Response Rats Pe Minute

Day P

NO RECOOffiRI

Day H-3 CS Day 1 CS Day 8

Mean 16.4 1.1 6.8 20.1

Mdian 12.4 0.0 2.8 18.3

Range 3.8-48.0 0.0-5.6 2.3-20.5 ' 6.1-62.8

RBCoW^JR!

Day P Day H-3 CS Day 1 CS Day 8

Mean 9.8 1.2 10.3 9.8

Mdian 9.3 0.7 7.7 8.7

Range 1.8-17.2 0.0—3.0 1.0-39.9 3.4-24.0

Experiment II, we compute a difference score for each animal (Day P rate 

minus Day C&-1 rate), Wilcoxon^ test shows that the No Recovery animals 

have a significant drop in baseline (I =0.0, p <.O1), but the Recovery 

animals do not (T = 14.0, p >.10). Wo can thus conclude that the hab

ituation training decreased the taseltihi o^ both groups, and that, wth-le 

the No Recovery group entered CS training with a relatively high tase- 

itnh, their recovery was not so iubtianUH as that of the Recovery 

group. The No Reoovery miPaa.8, as Figure 6 Pees clear, were pressing

at a very rapid rate by the end oir CS nr■ltitng, suggesting that, ex
* I I

perioennal m.a!niulatttui aside, they night have been higher responders 

than the rats assigned to the Recovery group
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Turning to suppression ratios, Figure 7 presents the median 

daily ratios for both groups, and T ble VII summarizes the mean ratio 

data for CS D ys 1-4 and 3-8. The figure indicates a tendency for both 

groups to have ratios above *5 0 during the early training days, although 

this is considerably more conspicuous in the No Racovery than in the
I

Recovery group. On GS Day 1 all nine of the No Recovery rats (p <.01) 

while only eight of the ten Recovery subjects (p = .11) had ratios higher 

than on Day P. Thus only the No fecovery group can be said to display 

significantly super-normal ratios. For CS Daye 1-4 the ratios of the

TABLE VII

Mean Sippress ion Ratios for Blocks of Four Days

CS DAIS 5-8CS DAIS 1-4

No Recovery fecoveery No Reaovery Rscovery

Mean .64 .54 .54 .51

Median .62 .55 .53 .52

Range .52-.78 .40-.71 .49-.60 .41-. 63

No Recovery group are higher than those o^ the Recovery group (U = 19.5, 

p <^.05) although this difference has disappeared by CS Days 5-8 

(U « 44.5, p >.80).

Finally, the rank drder correlation between change in baseline 

from Dy P to CS Day 1, and suppression ratio on CS Day 1, was comppted. 

For the 19 experimental animals of this study, the correlation was -.63, 

p < .01; again, arops in baseline were associated with high ratios.

Diiousaiont The results o^ Experiment III indicate that the



FIGURE 7

C S DAY
»,

MEDIAN SUPPRESSION RATIOS AS A FUNCTION OF CS TRAINING DAY 
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tendency for subjects with prior shock experience and lowered baselines 

to increase response rate in the presence of the Cfi is independent of 

any pressntatton of shock d^ii^r the test.9 Further , as Figure 7 s^es 

clear, this tendency persists over several days, though gradually 

dim<fi shing. Thus, we can assime that the persistence of this tendency 

over several days accounted for the observations in the preceding ex- 

perimnts, of a retardation in the development of suppression during GER 

training. Fimlly, it has again been made clear that this tendency to 

respond at a higher rate daring the presence of the CS depends upon a 

lowered baseline; when, following the prior shock experience, the base

line rate is allowed to recover, the effect does not occur significantly.

9 This was already clear frcm the fact that in the earlier 

studies, the effect appeared on the first CS presentation.
1
I



CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

t *
Pattern of Shock Intensity and the Appaaent Captation Effect

Thc results of Uhe experiments make clear tart Uhe "apparent 

adaptation effect,*  and the correlated super-normal ratios, pre sodCatcC 

through changes in baseline response rate. The patterns of shock in

tensity explored in Experiment I had differential effects on baseline 

rales; Shis makes it difficult to talk about pattern of shock in

tensity as an ieCepoeCaet variable. Wo can say simply tart, to Uha 

degree tart baseline bar pressing was depressed by a given pattern, 

there was a tendency, during CER training, to respond al an accelerated 

rate during the presence of Uhe CS. Thus, differences among groups in 

rale o^ acquisition of She CER follcw from differences in t^t^e strength 

of Uhis "spoed-^u^p*  t^idency.

This con elusion is ieCioaUeC by the frH<iieg facts. Within 

Experiment I, Uhe groups Wth the lowest baselines al Uhe start of CER 

training shriaC She highest stper-er^lal ratios, and slowest acquisition 

of Uhe CER. Within all Uareo experiments there was a significant cor

relation iatweae drop In baseline (from Day P Uo CER Day 1) and suppres

sion ratio on CER Day 1; Uo the dagrao that an aellalts baseline 

rate was depressed, it tended to accelerate Ils rate in the presence of 

the CS. Wan, hrice^ar, in Ex^p— II, animals were rll(icC to re

49
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cover their baselines after experience with "habituation*  shock, they 

did not display super-normal ratios or a slew acqi^ii^j-ti^on of the CER. 

Finally, Exporiment III demoossrated that the "speed-up" effect was in

dependent o^ CS-UCS pairings, as it persisted for several days Wien no 

DCS was employed daring testnig»

The experiments in one sense replicate Karnin's original ob-
t
serration of an apparent adaptation effect, in that acquisition of the 

CER after prior experience with shook was slow. The retaliation in the 

development of suppression during CER training, howweer, did not appear 

to result from habituation to the UCS. fatter, it seems to have been 

the outcome opposing reaction tendencies to the CS. The traditional

tendency to suppress responding during the presence of the CS, under a

stand rd CER training program, conniicted with the tendency to increase 

responding diwing the CS, when baseline responding was generally in

hibited. The outcome was an attenuated CER.

Consid9risg all the evidence, it is qdLte clear that wtet Karnin 

referred to as the "apparent adaptation effect*  can be accounted for in 

terms of these two opposing tendencies elicited by the CS. Kamin seems 

to have been m.sled because he did not employ, during "habituation*

training, the high shock intensities which were utilized in the present 

experiments, and consequueniy did not so radically alter the baseline 

rate of responding. As a cansequence, reliable super-norm.1 ratios 

were not present on CER Day 1 (although, in gennral, the experim(alSal 

groups had ratios above .rf), while the CS "speed-up*  tendency was 

masked on later test days by the acqui8itios of suppression. The core 
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ot the argument, which seems to be fatal to an habbtuation interpretation, 

is that there is no neea to assume that the tendency to suppress to the 

CS, considered by itself, is developing any more slowly after free shock 

than norimliy. Instead, it is more parsimonious to assume that this 

tendency is being counterrctnd. Ke are left, however, with the problm 

of accounting for the opposing tendency.

The "Spmsd-up" Tendency and Dis-inhibition.

There are occasional observations in the CER literature of in

creased responding during the presence ot the CS, which appear to be 

siWlar to the phenomenon observed in our experiments. Valeeltteit ( ->1) 

has reported a result that appears very comppnaie. Employing guinea 

pigs as tubbects to study the effect of the drug, reserpine, in a CER 

situation, he found that the drug markedly decreased the baseline lever 

pressing rate. With the l(dlinistlltiln of sufficient dosages, responding 

almost entirely ceased. The point of interest, for our purposes, is that 

when this occurred, animals typically gave bursts of responding daring 

the three minute CS period, i.e., displayed just the ^pooihe of sup

pression. Vlaeeetele (51, p. 224) has suggested that "the clicker (CS) 

serves to arnse the animal* so that when aan animal's general per

formance is suppressed as a result ot a tranquilizer, the arousing as

pect of the stimulus may, under certain comtions, play a larger role 

than its 'warning aspect.*

This is quite different from another observation by Bernstein
> » .

and Sidman (19a) of increased responding during the presence of the CS 

in a CER situation. These authors trained mordceys to lever press for
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food, and then to lever press to avoid shock. In the latter situation, 

each response delayed the presentation of the shock by a fixed inter

val of time so that the highr the rate of responding, the fewer the 

number o^ shocks received. When, following shock avoidance training, 

CER training was superimposed on a food reinforcement schedule, the re

action to the CS was a response "speed-up.* If, however, avoidance res

ponding was extinguished prior to CER training, then the classical con

ditioned suppression effect was obtained. Thus, apparently, this 

example represents nothing more than the positive transfer of a learned 

response. CootTronted with a now fear-liciti-ig situation (presentation 

o£ the CS in a CER program), the subject reacts by increasing response 

rate, as this behavior has succeesfully reduced fear in the past (i.e., 

reduced the number of shocks received during avoidance training).

Karnin, in a trace-conditioning CER study (23), found that 

under some comiitions subjects would temporarily respond at a higher 

rate during the CS period than during its absence. This effect seems 

very relevant to that which we have lencoluateiea in our experiments. He 

observed that (23, p. 15)i "During the early days of training, several 

jgs in the trmoe groups showed marked increases in responding during the 

CS....This never occurred on Day 1, nor within Days 6 to 10." Presumbly, 

for the trace groups, the initial shocks (occurring before any as-
J <.

sociative connection between CS and UCS had been formed) acted as "free* 
shocks, depressing baseline response rate and, in turn, promoting in

creased responding during the CS period. DDring the later stages of 

training, however, such an effect would be eliminated by the recovery 
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of baseline responding atd the acquisition o^ ileditiltld suppression.

Strouthes atd ttuniielt (48), att/impting to duplicate at 

earlier •CER-tppe" study by Mowcr atd ALkrt (34), found that thrir 

animals increased rati o^ responding whit responding resulted in a 

brief ereBeetttile of a fishing light wthLch had previously bren paired 

with clcctric shock* Ccnearitg the data for thr two studies, it was
f
found that thr initial basclier bar pressing rati was substantially 

lover in the Strouthes, than ie the Mowrer experiment. It should bi 

noted that thr light-shock pairings had occured in thr same apparatus 

in which the animal bar pressed, so that the shock experience quite 

probably had some inhibitory effect ot bar pressing rate. The important 

point siims to be, however, that rhrt the rate basilier operant res

ponding was lor, respleBl-clntingien presentation of thr frtr-elicieitg 

CS enhanced the rati (48), rMlr whrt thr baseline rati was high, the 

lpelliel reaction was observed (34).

Thcrr was an observation madr during our E permnot I which is 

also pertinent. lei anima it thr CoiOrol group, apparently dui to a 

temporary illness, had dropped to a rery lor baseline response rati by 

the beginning of CER nrtititgl It CER Day 1, this subject displayed a 

Buprr-eormtl ratio of .55• It appears, hherefore, hhat lihiibition of res

ponding dur to illness may have a comparable effect to that which results 

from thr admitlsiratioe of frer shock.
. J

Thr experiments which have biin citrd suggest that a lor 

operant response rati rill increase during thi presence of at ex

traneous stimulus or CS. Thi effect appears to bi quite general, so that 
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response ranr may be depressed by a drug (51), "free* shock (23, 

Experiments I, II, and III), •uniess" (Experiment I), oi unknown 

causes (48), while the extraneous stimulus pay br a flashing light (48), 

white noise (23, Experiments I, II, and III), or a clicker (51).

This phhntphutn appears similar to Pavlovim dis-iuhibttitn 

(37a), the CS acting as an extraneous or dii-i.nhibttiig stimulus to in

crease the response rath above its depressed level. Dti-iihibititn,
*

as Pavlov desorited it (37a), was a case of *tihitlnttn of inhibition." 

It was demtusiIathd by the pIeientanttu o^ a "new extra agent* (ex

traneous stimulus) when an inhibitory process was present in the nervous 

system, so that (37a, p. 109) *th e new extra agent inhibits the in- 

hibtniou, and as a result tthrh is a freeing of the previously inhibited 

lonttu, i.r, a positive effect.* Our experiments appear to offer almost 

classic examples of the pheitmhutn - Experiments II and III might serve
A

as a prototype for ddeotutt•atiig dis-t.utibiniti in an "American* settir^, 

where it has not often been studied. Whlr our data offer no support 

Tor Pavlov’s neuroptt8itttggoal nthortziig about dtsdintittnion, the 

behavioral pthnltpeiti is strikingly similar to that wth-oh he desorited. 

Farther, the ptentphiti is highly regular, being observed in almost all 

individual aninls. Thus, it may be that the rain contribution of our 

experiments on "habituation* is the development of a stable preparation 

ifor nhr sti^y of

, , , , , .             „ 

10 Tyioally, fnm the time of favlov, Russian physiological

psychiUttgsti have reported elaborate ahetnntranitui of various in-
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There are interpretations other than dis-inhibition which might 

explain our observation of a tendency to increase response rate during 

the prepense of the CS One such suggestion would be in terms o^ a 

learned discrimination. The day immediately preceding exposure to un

signalled (free) shock was, in all three experiments, pretest day. It 

is conceivable that an association is made between the four preset
I*

tattoos o^ the CS on pretest day and the failure to receive shock in 

the presence of the CS, in contrast to each of the following days when 

four shocks are nicowltered but no CS. Thus, on CER Day 1, there might

exist a tendency to respond at a noorml pre-shock level during the 

"safe* CS period. Whle such an interpretation seems to unreasonably 

tax the discriminatory capacity of the rat, it could be easily tested 

by replicatir our experiments but excluding the pretest.

In general, considering all the facts, the dis-inhibition in

terpretation seems to be the most plausible. A number of experiments 

might be performed, howeevr, to confirm this explanation. The experi

ments would be designed to investigate the CS and the baseline in

hibition parameters. Presumably, if baseline response rate were dep

ressed by drugs, experimental extinction, or other procedures, there 

would still exist a tendency to increase response rate during the 

presence of an extraneous stimulus, whether it was a tone, flashing

i

history phenomena, including dis-inhibition. In general, American 

^y^^^ists, concentrating on instrumental rather than classical con

ditioning, have not systematically duplicated the phenomenon.
.1

I * , 
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light or the presaetatirn of visual forms. Ifsho extranarus stimulus 

acted as tha CS in a GER program, ^0 would expect retardation in She ac

quisition of orediSLrecd suppression., Uo Uhe dcgraa that baseline response 

rale had boon depressed, regardless of how the baseline inhibition had 

boon brought about. In any event, Uho dLe-ieaibLtLre interpretation would 

ba on firmer footing If It wero dcmrnstraldC that Uhe iclalrvioral effect 

wo aeoouetaraC was not specific to Uhe wid.-to erLsa CS and the free 

shock technique.

An appiarei^it an8itLzatirn Effect

Originally, ono of Uhe reasons for choosing the sequential 

patterning shock intensities design of Experiment I, was the hope tart

some tha patterns might lead t^o sensitization, or an increased

osrtidnl responsiveness Uo electric shock. Such, of onlunse, did not 

prove Uo bo tha case. Hooe'evr, there did appear during She course of 

the experiment soso cvidcecc for a sensitisation effect. Rsspreso 

counts were ssco during the free shock phasa of the experiment for tha 

3-minuto intervals which laler brcamo the pra-CS, CS, and posS-CS 

(post-shock) periods o^ GER SraLnIeg. During haiittrtirn days, post

shock suppression mios could bc computed in a manner analogous Uo CS 

suppression ratios during CER training. These ratios, which cmnrast 

response rale imseCartely following free shock to rate preceding shock, 

quantify Uhe disruptive effect of free shock on bar pressing. Tho sum

mary data for pr8S-saook ratios computed for all groups for fariULtrtirn 

Day 2 and for the firsl trial on that day are presented in Table VIII. 

Tho comparison of interest is tart between the Ascending and Irregular
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groupis. These groups each received .2j ma. free shock on Day H-2. How-

TABLE VIII

Poet-Shock Sulllesstle Rtios on febituation Day 2

Ascending Dsscending Irregular Cutrol
—x Mean .51 .17 .33 .48

rH [A t

► K Median . SD .08 .39 .49
m g

Q Range .45—.58 • 00-. 54 • 00-.d3 .33—.59

Mean .49 • 37 .42 .48
cv
d Median .49 .33 .43 .49
M
Q lita-nge • 4 • • 5j .00-1.00 • 34- .50 .421.52

ever, on the preceding day, the Ascending group had received •25 nm •
U

shock, while the Irregular group had received 1.00 ma. shock.. Thus,

both groups, on the critical day, H-2, received the same weak shock. 

However, the Irregular group had had prior experience with relatively 

strong shock, while the Ascemling group had had prior experience with 

weak shock*

M st conspicuously on Trial 1, but also over the entire second 

habituation day, the Irregular group showed more post-shock suppression

11 The Descending group received 4 ma. shock on Duys H— and
I

H-2, while the Control group received no shock. Thus the ratios for 

the Cunul group are "dummy* ratios
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than the Acenoing group (J x 8.0, p <.CO2 and U a 10.5, p-<.02, res

pectively). In fact, on Hbit^tion Day 2, the Acending group did not 

differ from the C^i^Si^'^^1 group (which did not receive shock), either on
12

Trial 1 (U - 38.5, p >. 30) wr over the entire day (U = 48.5, p_>.80). 

It s?“s* clear, then, that the sane ob actively weak shook may disrupt 

ongoing operant behavior, if it has been preceded by relatively intense 

shook, but not if it has been prc^oeded by comppaably weak shock. This 

can reasonably be referred to as a "sanitization*  effect of prior ex

perience with shock.

There is some reason to suspect that the crucial variable which 

produced thio Bennitizatics effect was the limited prior experience with 

intense shock. This would agree with the reports by Kellogg (25) and by 

McIDnald (35) of a similar heightened reaction that appeared after the 

first few exposures to noxious stimulation (electrio shook or air puffs). 

Like the phenomenon reported by Kellogg and by McDonnad, it appears that

It is interesting to note that in the Annau and Karnin 

study (3), .2u ma. shook never led to the acGui8itics suppression

during CKR training, suggesting, as does the above post-shook analysis, 

that this level of shock is not very emodonadly arousing.

13 The clinical orientation to the sensitization pheno

menon also sterns to accept that limited exposure is critical.
I

■TTaimmtization" is, almost by definition, an isolated experience that 

results in psychic injury.
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the effect is short-lived (compare Trial 1 and the wide day) although 

it can span a relatively long time interval (at least 24 hours) between 

initial expos mre to shock and testing for the effect.

To study sensitization further, it might be rewarding to look 

at three min variable si number of initial exposures to noxious stimu

lation, strength of the stimulation, and length of tm between trainirg
*

and testiig for the sensitized reaction. In terms of the number o^ ex

posures, it is quite possible that some number less than four (the num

ber in our demonstration) would produce the muxima1 effect. Presumblt, 

a higher shock level than the 1.00 ma. which we employed would also give 

more drastic results. In regard to the last area, the effect (if any) 

of different time intervals remilns largely unknown, although a sensiti

zation effect my be demiistratea minutes (25, 35) or hours (our eaxeri

ment) after exposure to noxious stimulation.
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forty m.11 hooded rats ware randomly divided ieto four groups 

of 10 subjects each- Following preliminary bar pressing training, thr 

three --xppril>Jnnnl groups wwri exposed to four •free*  or /nBi.getllrd 

electric shocks during each ensuing twu hour bar pressing BrBBiln. This 

ras continued for 10 daily BrsBileB, during which nile the control 

animals engaged in u]nliBnerbed bar pressing. All thr experimental groups, 

by the conclusion of thr free shock segment of thr experiment, had had 

two days*  experience with each of thr five different shock intensities 

employed. Thi siqi^e^i^Ot^L^^l p^tnrIt of thr free shock inninsBteiB, however, 

raa different for each of the three group is. Foil owing thr frer shock 

days, all animals reri given CER training for 10 days, with a thru*  

minute warning signal preceding a standard 1.0 ma. shock.

In agreement with earlier observations, it was found that sub

jects which had prior experience with shook subsequently reri s1or to 

acquire suppression during GF.R training. In ionOtrtls'n to earlier intcr- 

eret.tnilOB, ^.{1^, this did not appear to bi a case of adaptation or 

habituation to electric shock, but rather, the result of opposing re

action tendencies elicited by thr CS. To the degree that baseline res
. I

poese rate ras inhibited by frer shock, thrrr ras a tendency to respond 

at a higher rate during the presence o^ thr CS than during its absence.

60
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The CS acted not only as an aversive warning signal (thndtnig to a crease 

response rate), tut also as a dtidiutitinor, to nem>ptaally rltie the 

rate of rtiptidtng above its depressed level.

In two fiiOtMdUp experiments it was round, that, if tthrh was 

the opport jiity to recover baseline response rath after free shook ex- 

ph^iruoh, then there was no significant thndrnoy to tuoreaih response
i !•
rate during she presence of the CS. When given ChR training, these 

subj ects acquired suppression normally. On the ottur hand, iubteOti not 

given baseline recovery nIaiuiig did show a renardlniti in the acquisition 

of suppression.

Daring the .arly free shook days of experiment I, it was ob

served that weak shock significantly disrupted operant responding in the 

group Wttat had previously had expert-enoe with relatively intense shook*  

The cams weak shock dtd not ■afreet tar tresut^g rash, however, when it 

had then proceeded by weak shook. although nthrh was no

evidence that repeated -exposure to noxious stimulation would Dad to a 

habituation affect, nthrh was sops suggestion that the obverse - a 

sensltization effect - might occur after limited experience wth in- 

^^€9 electric shook.
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SUPPRESSION RATIOS FOR LACH RAI ON CER DAIS 1-10

GER Days
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Subj ects P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 • 54 • 62 • 53 •48 .22 .00 .23 • 15 .39 .36 .02
2 .50 .85 .88 .73 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 68 .69 .69 .36

.66 .60 .60 .65 .68 .27 .41 .36 .28 .15 .29
* .54 • • 64 .49 .44 .34 .29 .15 .07 .10 .12 .10
5 • 14 1.00 1.00 1.00 5 • • • 5 5 »
6 • 5o 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 5 » 5 « 5
7 .46 • 65 ■ 31 • 36 .00 • 00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .01
8 • u4 .60 «57 • U .18 .03 .12 .20 .04 .13 .09
9 .52 .85 1.00 1.00 1.00 « 5 5 « .54 .43

10 .52 • 9u • 59 • 36 •23 .19 .08 .15 .05 .03 .03

1 .40 .62 .40 .09 .10 .02 .16 .00 .00 .00 .00
2 .47 .62 • c9 .31 .25 .18 .13 .23 • 05 .06 .06
3 .49 .54 .48 • 61 .12 .02 .00 .01 .01 .01 .00
4 .49 .58 .46 .39 • 23 .18 .11 .07 .06 .01 .08
5 • 54 • 51 .34 • 02 .00 .00 .01 .02 .04 .10 .04
6 .54 1.00 • 5 « .15 .14 .08 .07 .11 .04
7 .48 .49 .40 .05 .00 .01 .00 .01 .01 .02 .02
8 .58 .47 .48 • 14 .05 .00 .00 .01 .01 .00 .00
9 .60 .64 .47 .49 .20 .43 .18 .23 .05 .07 .16

10 .49 .51 .31 .03 .00 .00 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00

1 .57 • 82 .92 .87 1.00 1.00 5 1.00 • .86 .50 .34
2 .44 1.00 • » 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
3 • 51 .67 .47 .20 .03 .00 .02 .01 .03 .05 .02
4 .49 .96 1.00 • 60 1.00 1.00 .75 .50 .71 .16 .19
5 .48 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 50 .43 .00 • 15 .06 .09 .10
6 • 52 7 • 57 -18 .04 .03 .02 .03 .04 .00 .00
7 • b5 • 89 • 74 • 42 • 08 .06 .03 .04 .01 .00 .11
8 .55 • 55 • 58 .61 .54 .55 .32 .36 .29 .50 .33
9 .63 1.00 1.00 5 1.00 5 « .00 • 5

10 • 54 .57 .37 .2b .05 .09 .07 .01 • 00 • 02 .00

1 .47 .42 00 00 00 02 00 00 00 00 00
2 • 50 49 01 00 00 01 00 00 00 01 00
3 • 55 47 000 00 00 02 00 02 02 02 00
4 .46 47 05 01 04 01 03 02 02 02 02
5 .49 75 29 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
6 .43 34 02 00 00 00 000 00 00 12 01
7 .53 50 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
8 .51 42 02 01 04 01 01 03 02 03 01
9 .57 36 00 00 00 00 00 01 02 03 01

10 .51 50 07 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 01

* Rtio indeterminate as no responses made during either pre-CS or CS period
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NUMBER UT RESPONSES MADE DURING DaILI 12-MDs’Un CUMULATED 
PR'-CS F RIOD
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fobltuation Daye

Sbj eels P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 169 193 201 201 197 187 184 135 87 79 59
2 227 81 146 141 139 82 82 11 3 25 21
3 37 72 83 92 99 99 7u 34 17 18 19
4 124 135 150 173 189 133 160 79 75 65 69
5 142 192 172 108 160 85 76 44 13 35 16
6 109 91 111 180 284 137 79 48 18 6 2
7 186 119 95 178 146 111 116 59 46 37 12
8 300 287 261 ?91 411 4 29 363 2§8 153 126 94
9 134 103 83 102 78 65 42 48 18 18 10

10 242 275 229 274 369 220 192 197 106 63 26

1 235 78 11 2 14 4 0 0 136 131 153
2 72 43 0 4 7 7 18 0 9 26 29
3 159 108 111 31 11 13 30 58 67 99 126
4 3u9 292 44 14 14 3 12 16 51 53 63
5 121 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 131 130
6 165 143 67 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 48 28 16 0 9 5 21 28 37 61 77
8 424 395 163 75 0 0 8 44 78 197 311
9 55 29 15 0 0 10 22 33 45 36 64

10 295 193 71 6 10 3 14 23 44 73 118

1 63 66 54 45 15 10 6 10 6 15 12
2 267 82 117 149 87 31 33 22 14 6 4
* 361 230 341 206 70 16 5 2 15 16 43
5 202 151 112 64 13 0 12 15 50 23 22
5 127 119 121 166 45 8 49 54 28 6 2
6 181 J.64 111 121 102 66 46 37 50 72 50
7 117 105 95 98 14 0 2 0 17 6 0
8 109 120 97 98 94 93 82 66 93 76 64
9 65 112 89 60 14 21 4 0 7 29 6

10 102 17 3 151 194 . F 9 32 63 56 127 58

1 99 132 108 126 116 112 123 123 138 112 110
2 175 152 130 170 178 183 197 159 158 161 153
3 138 138 167 141 213 189 161 131 143 154 167
4 366 224 2b9 u26 3 -2 290 348 179 262 241 216
5 259 14; 156 213 u28 201 138 70 68 42 51
6 347 294 296 355 2o2 229 110 111 153 103 77
7 . 135 132 86 132 149 100 114 137 124 151 118
8 236 248 287 229 203 242 u06 312 283 J19 350
9 118 119 110 202 222 276 159 207 173 240 177

10 399 500 419 579 406 607 510 504 533 474 390
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NUMJlB UP RESPONSES MADE DURING DAI LI 12-MINiTE CUMULATED PRE-CS PERIOD 
(Cootinucd)

CEB Days

Siubfcots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 52 60 52 31 33 41 50 43 48 53
2 9 3 8 0 0 0 6 4 4 23

fi 3 21 16 19 6 16 13 18 18 33 20
4 13 39 45 42 41 57 66 63 61 52-ri +»

’g* 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o -< 
" s 7 24 32 21 30 45 49 49 40 67 74

a 8 97 64 55 73 28 61 88 52 102 127
9 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 15

10 4 9 35 52 63 54 111 160 170 181

1 147 106 97 45 51 48 80 126 92 118
2 25 27 27 30 9 20 34 38 45 61

? 1 3 151 151 137 108 145 138 153 122 145 44
£ 2 4 68 79 56 54 88 47 69 66 95 69
L 5 132 136 110 103 87 81 117 99 117 102
O a .o 6 0 0 0 0 11 6 90 96 94 92
t O 
u a 7 57 71 57 63 67 58 69 71 55 50

8 473 439 410 3.;3 388 351 475 328 439 269
9 76 115 85 55 36 40 23 36 28 31

10 127 72 70 65 78 78 87 68 95 69

1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 23
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

h • 3 59 59 35 36 50 58 66 63 76 70
A S 4 1 0 2 0 0 4 3 2 32 87
©>£ 5 0 0 0 1 4 1 11 46 20 55©
b • x 6 21 41 37 42 33 40 64 44 72 60

7 1 6 23 35 47 62 79 64 57 75
5 8 77 61 33 42 44 41 41 43 24 32

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
10 52 26 44 38 70 95 137 149 163 106

1 80 67 34 34 43 41 52 49 39 38
2 128 144 109 102 84 72 81 88 85 96
3 109 73 24 94 107 116 142 113 110 78

4 4 226 370 271 170 155 156 253 225 336 156
2 5 13 5 12 8 7 32 40 25 22 64® a 6 84 94 90 104 122 69 86 88 89 89o o 7 106 125 53 31 75 52 56 69 73 76

8 404 388 465 347 385 432 478 422 606 485
9 234 150 73 53 44 46 76 63 72 67

10 413 30 J 294 335 296 286 511 283 425 347



appendix c

RAW DATA FOR EXPERIMENT II
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SUPPRESSION RATIOS FOR '.ACH JUT ON CER DAZS 1-8

CER Days

Sibjects P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 .48 .41 .06 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00
CL 2 .56 .49 .13 .00 .00 .00 .01 .00 .00?3
2 3 .51 .58 .45 .o9 .23 • 28 .14 • 03 .08
o 4 .47 .45 .04 1.00 .00 .02 .24 .03 .00
M 5 .43 • 4 a • Oo .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00M W 6 .41 .33 .12 .16 .12 .14 .12 .18 .11
g 7 .39 .49 .24 .00 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00
£ 8 .42 .48 .22 .18 • la .07 .02 .03 .01

9 • 30 .44 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
10 .48 .4. .40 .01 .00 .00 .00 .02 .04

0, 1 .46 • 65 .50 1.00 w .04 .04 .00 .02
*1 2 .43 .73 « « • * .00 .00 .00
1 3 • 53 .o7 .00 .00 .18 .10 .13 .00 .00
K 4 .49 .61 * « • 05 .00 .11Ma 5 .49 .50 • 53 .50 .47 .50 .06 .00 .00
§ 6 .46 .67 .00 .00 .20 .10 .21 .11 .08
O
MJ 7 .52 1.00 * « « « «
£ 8 .51 .77 .60 .69 .79 .50 .40 .22 .20
o as 9 * ■ 55 .54 .58 .32 .01 .04 .00 .01 .17

10 • oO .09 .00 .12 .01 .01 .00 .01

* fotio indeterminate as no responses made during either pr —GS or CS 
period.
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NUMBER OF RESPONSES MADE DURING DAILY 12-MJNUTE CUMULATED 
PRE-CER PERIOD

RibitiuitiOB 
Days CER Duya

Subj seta P 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 129 113 97 32 129 60 69 78 117 126 89 105
2 39 26 137 42 90 59 64 133 229 167 225 403

£ £ 3 78 53 37 0 46 46 34 69 53 38 28 45
£ 4 251 255 279 86 186 49 0 37 54 61 70 98

5 177 280 248 32 241 169 161 173 248 281 251 429
£ 6 310 350 106 1 330 226 201 121 111 120 93 162
► nl 190 142 195 18 69 44 49 70 74 96 99 70
O o 8 4o6 277 122 5 118 46 40 47 38 90 84 88<D£ 9 187 257 279 17 632 477 446 224 79 25 31 80

10 114 126 91 108 179 135 96 120 169 122 83 98

1 92 87 59 1 33 3 0 0 53 46 51 58
a 2 64 144 22 21 6 0 0 0 0 3 15 13
3 o 3 50 75 75 37 32 3 4 50 45 59 46 58

<5 4 90 141 85 39 21 0 0 0 0 17 6. 77
*» 5 141 158 205 148 167 139 148 146 111 116 105 118
® 6 161 161 53 3 15 1 7 4 88 80 145 189> o 7 114 38 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 

<3 8 51 124 £0 20 23 23 7 8 32 81 56 87OH
9 39 58 69 60 74 47 52 91 52 44 67 62□ a 10 172 315 324 198 32 0 12 65 11s 142 239 316



APPENDIX C

RAW DATA FOR EXPERIMENT III

*
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SUPPRESSION RATIOS FOR EACH RAT ON CS DAIS 1-8

CS DAIS

H
o R

ec
ov

er
y G

ro
up

 
Re

co
ve

ry
 Gr

ou
p

Subj eCts P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 .51 • 51 • 59 • 54 • 52 .55 • 52 .49 • 52
2 .49 .54 • 52 .56 .58 .58 .51 .49 .49
3 .53 •40 .39 .42 .57 .49 .47 • 38 .31
4 .55 .67 .80 .72 .74 .70 .62 .61 .57
5 .49 .61 .61 .54 .54 .60 .41 .52 .49
6 .56 .57 • 43 .55 .65 .60 .47 • 57 .53
7 .48 .@1 .56 .61 .41 .52 .51 • 54 .51
8 .46 .54 .48 • 48 .48 .50 50 • 43 .40
9 .46 .48 • o2 .37 .42 .44 .45 .52 .41

10 .51 .58 .56 .57 .56 .51 .58 .53 .49

1 .45 .57 .61 .53 .55 .51 .47 .48 .48
2 • 51 .66 .81 .49 • 53 .30 .52 • 49 .49
3 .42 .73 .64 .59 .62 .58 .59 .54 .49
4 .47 .75 .72 .79 .87 .64 .54 .60 .60
5 • 42 .86 .77 .63 .70 .60 .54 .63 .57
6 .45 • 59 .3 • o4 .48 .53 .57 • 32 .52
7 .47 .66 .81 .72 .65 .65 .65 .60 • 50
8 .49 • 68 .59 .56 *53 • 58 .53 .50 .52
9 .52 .58 .50 .52 .47 .54 .47 .50 .47
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NUMBER OF RESPONSES MAD1’ DURING DAILY 12MIN;TE CUMULATED
PRE-CS PERIOD

Habituation
Days CS Days

N
o R

ec
ov

er
y G

ro
up

 
Re

co
ve

ry
 Gr

ou
p

Subjects P 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 168 230 139 0 180 132 175 158 119 138 166 168
2 167 116 52 0 95 112 107 84 83 98 110 101
3 112 197 105 3 479 629 555 204 412 353 457 288
4 21 30 18 5 12 10 23 23 J2 u8 45 485 87 55 40 2 78 78 104 95 127 214 161 126
6 112 158 63 13 96 109 72 57 68 107 66 75
7 34 23 52 34 24 18 13 38 39 39 32 418 189 132 165 33 125 122 93 lo5 116 101 85 107
9 206 124 71 12 90 86 129 92 100 104 100 144

10 84 88 77 36 61 56 64 64 79 51 86 79

1 97 67 66 0 58 52 67 68 86 131 156 127
2 576 459 69 0 246 49 637 788 783 665 875 7533 125 66 8 0 28 40 67 60 83 98 158 219
4 53 60 48 0 34 33 21 18 56 6u 88 90
5 231 123 72 22 29 68 144 112 208 307 176 285
6 46 78 11 14 33 65 61 61 69 65 61 76
7 149 146 64 19 59 20 32 42 83 73 70 738 393 290 147 67 101 149 259 323 329 407 341 425
9 254 325 65 0 141 250 223 250 268 289 298 260


